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Abstract 

IPv4 and IPv6 route tables are ever changing and a 
subject of constant study. The Network Processing 
Forum (NPF) required a parameterized selection of 
IPv4flPv6 route tables. real and synthetic, to e1l(Jble 
benchmarking the perfonnance of systems that include 
Network processors and search engines (co-processors). 
The benchmarks have scalable parameters, and are to 
be run in a standard way, as specified in the NPF IP 
Forwarding Implementation Agreement. A synthetic 
traffic generator was also required to implement the 
benchmarks. 

Requirements were collected. and afreely available 
software toolkit was created. The kit has two sets of 
components - one set which generates IPv4 forwarding 
tables in the range of 1000 to 1 million prefv:es. along 
with IPv6 tables of size 400 to 1200 prefIXes, and 
another set which generates synthetic traffic patterns for 
the benchmarks. The toolkit's programs can be used for 
NPF benchmark certification, or as a suite of helpful 
table and traffic generation tools. 

This paper explains the empirical schemes devised 
to create IPv4 and IPv6 route tables in line with these 
reqUirements, along with the algorithms used to 
implement the schemes. It also describes the problem of 
generating traffic to exercise the route tables produced 
using the previous schemes. The results obtained by 
running this software to generate route tables are 
presented and evaluated. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

From 2002 to the early part of 2003, the Benchmark 
Working Group in the Network Processing Forum (NPF) 
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drafted a benchmark implementation agreement for IP 
Forwarding to address the demand for a methodology to 
benchmark IPv4 and IPv6 operating on a network 
processing (NP) system. The NPF had already developed 
an IPv4 Forwarding Benchmark Specification, which 
served as a starting point for this Benchmark Specification. 

The IPv4 Benchmark Specification used the Mae-West 
route table, containing about 28000 routes, as the reference 
route table for the benchmark. We received several 
comments from NPF members, and system vendors, who 
reviewed the specification that this route table was too 
small and not representative ofroute tables on current core 
routers. Furthermore, a reference route table had to be 
developed to benchmark IPv6 performance on a network 
processing system. The NPF Benchmark Working Group 
realized the need for a set of reference route tables 
representative of those seen at current routers for the IP 
Benchmark Specification. 

1 .2 Process 

A study group in the NPF investigated IPv4 and IPv6 
route tables to decide on a set of reference route tables for 
use in the IP Forwarding Benchmark that has since become 
an NPF Specification. 

Three individual problems had to be addressed. The 
frrst one was to generate or obtain large IPv4 route table(s) 
with distributions representative of large tables found at 
current routers on the Internet. The second problem was to 
generate or obtain representative IPv6 route table(s). The 
last issue was generating the right traffic to exercise the 
routes in these tables. 

This paper describes the requirements and the 
empirical solutions used for the three problem areas 
identified by the study group - generating IPv4 route 
tables, generating IPv6 route tables, and creating traffic to 
exercise the generated tables. A full report of our study, 
the route table implementation kit and the traffic generation 
kit are bundled with the IP Benchmark Specification 
Implementation Agreement and available directly from the 
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NPF website (http.:llwww.npforum.org). The rest of the 
paper is organized as follows. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 
present requirements for generating IPv4 route tables 
and the empirical scheme devised satisfying these 
requirements. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 similarly present 
requirements and the scheme for generating IPv6 route 
tables. Section 4 tackles the problem of generating 
traffic from a traffic tester to exercise routes in the 
reference route tables. Detailed results and analysis 
showing the efficacy of our solutions are presented in 
Section 5. The last section draws conclusions from our 
study and outlines areas where our work can be further 
expanded. 

2 IPv4 Route Tables 

2.1 Survey and Problem 

The fIrst of the tJrree major challenges that the NPF 
Routing Table Study Group confronted was to identify, 
and if necessary, generate large IPv4 routing tables to be 
incorporated in the forwarding benchmark. In order to 
determine the desired number of entries within the large 
IPv4 routing tables, the study group surveyed several 
members companies of the NPF. In particular, system 
manufacturers and silicon vendors who market 
forwarding accelerators desired such a benchmark. Due 
to these wide variants in size requirements, the challenge 
for the Routing Table Study Group was to devise a 
method to generate routing tables that would scale up to 
one mil�ion prefixes, and scale down to arbitrarily small 
sizes. 

Several methods were considered to generate 
routing tables with up to one million entries, before 
selecting the approach that was deemed the best. The 
idea behind the chosen approach was to maintain the 
distribution and structure of a reference ''real-world'' 
BGP routing table, and grow the table by selecting the 
most populated sub-branches first and replicating them 
wherever there were vacancies in the original 
distribution. The complete algorithm is described in 
detail in the next section ofthis paper. 

A snapshot of the Telstra Autonomous System 
ASl221 Routing Table on 27 January 2003 was used as 
the reference BGP table to base the synthesizer. The 
Telstra database was chosen because it was the largest of 
the three (ASmap, MaeWest and Telstra) tables 
surveyed, and with approximately 135,000 entries was 
considered the best reflection of the current state of the 
Internet topology. Other sources of BGP tables were 
surveyed [31], but none were found that were more 
representative than Telstra AS 1221. 

Finally, a SUb-sampling mechanism was chosen for 
generating smaller routing tables, so that system vendors 
can benchmark applications where tables that are smaller 
than the "real-world" BGP routing tables are desirable, 

or where the limitations of commercially available network 
traffic generators comes into play. This mechanism is 
presented in the section on Traffic Generation in Section 4 

2.2 IPv4 SynthesiS Algorithm 

The goal of this algorithm is to generate a single larger 
forwarding table (with at least 1 million prefixes) 
preserving the following properties of a reference real 
world route table taken as input. 

• Prefix Length Distibution (PLD) 

• Prefix Depth Distribution (PDD) 

• Prefix Height Distribution (PHD) 

This terminology is de fined in [7]. 

Also. the fraction of n:dundant prefixes in the larger 
table must be comparable to the fraction of redundant 
prefixes in the reference teal world route table. 

Flgllre 1 - Percentage of used values at different prefix 
depths for (a) Mae-West and (b) Telstra 

The inspiration for 'this algorithm came from 
constructing a binary tree of the IPv4 prefix route table. A 
key observation from this (:onstruction is that the IPv4 
prefix table is composed of a collection of sub-trees spread 
out (non-unifonnly) across tlte IPv4 address space. Figure 
l(a, b) illustrates the percentage of used values for different 
prefix depths, for both Mae-West and Telstra route tables. 
For example, Figure l a  shows that only 98 out of a 
possible 256 subnet IDs are used at prefix depth 8 (i.e., 18) 
in the Mae-West routing table. Therefore, there are 158 
holes. or absent prefixes, at this level. Similarly, Figure Ib 
reveals 656 holes at prefix level 10 in the Telstra routing 
table [29]. 

Based on this observation, the devised scheme fIlls up 
the holes at each prefix depth in the tree. The holes are 

filled by replicating all sub-branches of the already used 
prefixes at that depth in a round robin fashion until the 
desired number of prefixes is achieved. Only the Unicast 
address space is used while filling up the holes. Reserved 
IPv4 addresses such as restricted or multicast IPv4 
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addresses, which make up about 40% of IPv4 address 
space, are not used. 

o 
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Figure 2 - Sample binary prefix tree of reference 
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world route tables. The fraction of redundant prefixes in the 
enlarged route tables was also within the acceptable range. 
A complete set of results can be found in Section 5. 

We present below an intuitive argument explaining 
why these characteristics are preserved by the scheme. The 
scheme works by replicating the structure of currently 
allocated prefixes in the prefix tree onto the unused' 
sections in the tree. For example. look at the replication 
scheme shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The size of the 
enlarged prefIX table triples after applying the replication 
scheme. From the figure. however. it is also evident that 
the number of prefixes of a given length has also tripled. 
Similarly. since the holes have been filled by mimicking 
the existing structure across the unused prefixes of a 
particular prefIX length, the number of subset nodes (i.e., 
prefix height) for a particular superset node remains the 

�.�' 
0 same. Similarly. the prefix depth also remains the same. ""-"'-"'-1\' .... A·-r·-.· .. . -�. ..- Of course in an actual tree, the structure may not be 

. . replicated exactly, since standalone prefixes or other prefix ... ... 
trees may already exist at that location iil the tree. 
However. this greedy heuristic approximates the structure 
of the original prefix table well. 

Figure 3 - Above example after replication scheme 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate the method to fill 
holes. Figure 2 shows part of a sample binary tree 
representation of a reference route table. Figure 3 shows 
the same binary tree after the replication scheme 
discussed above has been applied to prefixes of length 3. 

The pseudo-code for the replication scheme is 
shown in Figure 4. The presented scheme implies that 
this method of replication is applied to prefixes of every 
length. However, it is possible to modify the scheme to 
perfonn prefix replication only for selected prefix 
lengths. For example, since most IPv4 prefixes fall on 
class (class A. class B, class C) boundaries (/8,116,/24), 
one could choose to replicate prefixes only at these 
points in the tree. Another possibility might be to start 
at prefixes of length 8 and choose only those lengths 
which have the most number of prefixes associated with 
them. The value of the lengths would vary with the 
choice of reference route tables. The number of prefix 
lengths used will depend on the amount of enlargement 
required. 

The above scheme was implemented in [29] and 
used to enlarge the Mae-West routing table to 260K 
routes and the Telstra routing table to about 1 million 
routes. The algorithm started with 18 prefix lengths, and 
used consecutive prefix length values (/9, 110 etc.) until 
the desired forwarding table size was obtained. 

An analysis of these enlarged tables showed that the 
prefix height, depth and length distributions are welI 
preserved for the enlarged version of both the Mae-West 
and Telstra route tables with respect to the original real 

One of the limitations (or features) of this scheme is its 
lack of adaptability or predictability. The scheme 
generates an enlarged route table with essentially the very 
same properties of the reference route table. It assumes 
that a larger prefix table will have the exact same 
characteristics of the reference route table and does not 
attempt to adapt or predict the future characteristics of a 
large route table. However, this is not quite a limitation 
since the requirements also stipulated that the larger route 
table mirror the characteristics of the reference route table. 
This scheme was chosen because it met the requirements 
outlined in 2.2, and employed a heuristic that preserved the 
characteristics of the reference route table. 

R(UJ) : all entries associated with Uj or a subset of UJ 
N : number of {MS)Bits used for Subnet 10 

u : number of used Subnet 10 values (h+u=2'f) 
UJ : used Subnet ro value, j=[1,uJ 
., : bit concatenation operation 
h : number of Subnet 10 holes (h+u=tJ) 
HI: hole Subnet 10 value, i=[1,h} 
E : a generic entry of the routing table 
E. : the entry E with the first N bits stripped 

pick an 1# 
for each 1 in C�,bJ 

select the next most populated U� 
for each entry If in II.(Uj) 

create a new entry If'aB ... 11:. 
repeat until deslred number of entries is 

rf'!;'lr.hAd 

If an adaptive or predictive behavior is required in 
generating larger route tables, other analytical methods 
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predicting Internet growth similar to the one proposed in 
[6J, [28J can be derived and used. 

3 IPv6Route Tables 

The NPF conducted a survey of the state of the IPv6 
network, and an analysis of the distribution of prefix 
table at a particular autonomous system (AS), AS 4554 
in December 2002. This survey and analysis were used 
to generate requirements for IPv6 route table sizes for 
NPF Benchmark Implementation Agreements. A 
detailed survey and quantitative analysis of AS4554 are 
presented in [29]. 

3.1 Requirements 

IPv6 networks are still in its infancy, so the task of 
formulating requirements for future IPv6 tables was 
difficult. Unlike IPv4 prefix table sizes, there was no 
input from system vendors or customers with respect. to 
IPv6 tables. 

The best solution would have two lPv6 route tables 
- one route table that models the prefix distribution and 
numbering at the core of the IPv6 networks (/245 - /485) 
and another that models the access network (/48 - /64) 
before data enters an organization's internal network. 

However, the IPv6 network is evolving rapidly and 
will undergo many changes before the topology 
stabilizes. Therefore, we decided that only one IPv6 
table would be generated. AS4554 was chosen as the 
reference route table because it was one of the larger 
tables available, and had a representative set of prefixes 
of varying lengths. 

AS4554 has about 400 prefixes. Since there were 
no strict requirements about the size of the IPv6 tables, 
we decided to generate a table 3 times as big - 1200 
entries. The 1200 number was an educated guess. We 
assumed that IPv6 prefix tables would grow over time. 
However, IPv6 allocates addresses in a hierarchical 
fashion, and we assumed that table sizes would not grow 
as drastically as IPv4 because of this aggressive policy 
of maintaining hierarchy. 

We also realized that these requirements would 
have to be re-evaluated and likely changed within the 
next year or two as IPv6 network deployment became 
more prevalent and we obtained more route table and 
network samples. 

3.2 IPv6 Table Generation Scheme 

The IPv4 table generation scheme presented in' 
Section 2.2 was used to generate larger IPv6 tables as 
well. This scheme preserves route table distributions 
well, and in the absence of specific information about 
the distribution of future IPv6 tables, the approach to 
mirror the current distribution was the most reasonable 
way to generate a larger IPv6 prefix table. Currently the 

scheme generates only Aggregatable Global Unieast 
addresses (2000::13), as thl!se are the only type delegated 
by the lANA at the time of writing, and always preserves 
the 16 high-order bits (formerly known as Top-Level 
Aggregation Identifier TLA) of the original entries [17], 
(26]. 

4 Traffic GeneraUon 

Having decided on schemes to generate route tables, 
the NPF conducted a study on traffic testers that would 
send in traffic to exercise these routes. It was clear from 
our study that traffic testem would not be able to exercise 
an arbitrary number of routes, and that we had to devise a 
method, feasible on a traffic tester, to exercise a 
representative set of routes in the prefix tables used for 
testing lPv4 and IPv6 perf(llmanCe of a network processing 
system. 

4.1 Traffic Tester Survey 

The conclusions presented here were made by 
investigating the Adtech, IXlA and Smartbits traffic testers. 

Current traffic testers allow users to setup a limited 
number of streams (ranging from 255 to 4096), or packet 
sources per test interface. Each stream can be configured 
to transmit packets with a unique link layer and IP address, 
a key requirement for trafl1c generation. Traffic testers 
allow users to setup flows to transmit packets with a certain 
aggregate of IP addresses . However, the set of IP 
addresses that can be aggregated is restricted by the testers. 
Only subnets of an IP address may be aggregated into a 
flow. This is too restrictive if we wish to exercise a 

majority of the routes in the large IPv4 and IPv6 route 
tables created using the schemes discussed above. 

4.2 Requirements and Features 

The scheme chosen. had to be a method to select a 

subset of the route table and to generate traffic to exercise 
prefixes in that subset such lhat it was Uniform. The route 
tables would be uniformly partitioned over all interfaces, 
and the traffic generated for each interface would exercise 
a route in the partition corresponding to the incoming 
interface of the traffic. The distribution of routes exercised 
by the traffic on an interface would follow the distribution 
of routes in the routing table. The traffic generation also 
varied the traffic pattern to t(�st for locality. Some vendors 
may have caches or small amounts of fast memory in their 
system, the benefits of which would be realized only in the 
presence of traffic exhibiting a high degree oflocality. 

4.3 Scheme to Create Traffic Streams 

The algorithm is used generates a specified number of 
subsets of routes and destination addresses from an input IP 
route/prefix table. The algorithm has the following steps: 
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• Route Table statistics collection, which 
collects the prefix percentages and subnet 
distribution of the entire table. 

• Route Table normalization, eliminates 
prefixes and routes in route table that cannot be 
distributed across all the interfaces. 

• Route distribution, which extracts the 
specified number of the routes from the 
normalized prefix table such that they preserve 
the prefix length as well as sub net distribution 
found in the input table 

• Destination IPv4 address selection, where IP 
addresses are selected to uniquely match each 
route selected. This step is required only while 
generating traffic to exercise entries in the 
shrunk route tables. 

4.4 Analysis and Implementation 

The traffic stream scheme was implemented [29J 
and tested with the Telstra reference route table. The 
next section shows the results obtained from these tests 
and presents further analysis. When the traffic stream 
.algorithm is applied to a generated table, as described in 
Sections 2 and 3, the results show that the procedures 
preserve prefix length distribution approximately - only 

. those prefix lengths that make up a sufficient percentage 
of the route table make it into the subsets. The 
normalization step will eliminate prefixes with specific 
prefix lengths, which cannot be captured in all the 
subsets. 

4.5 Adjusting traffic locality 

Traffic testers allow a stream to send a burst of 
packets at a time, instead of a single packet at a time. 
Thus traffic with a high degree of locality may be sent 
by configuring streams to send a large burst of packets 
instead of a single packet. The NPF IP lmplementation 
Agreement specifies the burst parameters that must be 
used when testing performance of traffic with high 
degree of locality. The script to generate subsets takes 
in this burst size as a parameter when generating subsets 
and setting up traffic streams for test. 

5 Software Package Description 

The software implementing the various table 
creation algorithms and traffic generation drivers using 
those tables is embodied in a software package called 
The NPF IP Benchmark Implementation Kit [29], which 
has three directories, labeled: 

• Synthetit_Real_ World Contains C++ 
programs parser, synth _table and statistics 
generate and analyze the results, respectively, 
for large IPv4 and IPv6 table generation. 

• Subset_Real_World - Contains Tel program 
generateSubsets.tel, which generates small tables 
for IPv4 and IPv6 table generation. The statistics 
program above is used to analyze the results. 

• Generate_Traffic - Contains Tcl program 
ixip.tcl. which calls other Tcl programs to 
generate traffic for the Ixia tester, using the 
routing tables produced by the large and subset 
table generators. 

This toolkit enables the generation of large (lOOk-1M) 
and small tables (lk-SOk) of IPv4 prefixes, and IP traffic 
based on those tables. It also can generate large (1200) and 
small (SO) IPv6 synthetic tables. All of the source code is 
included in the package, as are the test scripts and 
documentation. 

The toolkit is freely available from the Network 
Processing Forum website [29]. The package contains 
documentation and instructions on how to use the table and 
traffic generators, and includes make files, demo sCripts, 
and test scripts. The large table generator is qualified, 
using GCC under Cygwin and Linux, and using Microsoft 
Visual Studio C++ under Windows. The small table 
generator has been qualified under Cygwin and Linux. The 
traffic generator directory holds the traffic generator, which 
uses Tcl, and the publicly available "mpexpr" Tel package. 
It is qualified for the lxia tester. Shell scripts in sh are 
supplied, which encapsulate parameterized running and 
testing of the table and traffic generation components of the 
toolkit. 

5.1 Performance Metrics 

The expanded table and subset table generation 
algorithms have the goals of matching the prefix length, 
depth, and height distributions (PLD, PDD, PHD) closely 
enough to the original distribution to enable the use of the 
new artificial tables in benchmarking future lP Forwarding 
systems. 

For the Preftx Length Distribution results, Exponential 
Least-Square-Fit trend lines are used to compare the 
Cumulative Frequency Distribution (CFD) obtained from 
the original Telstra table, and the larger synthetic tables, 
generated from the Telstra snapshot, with 250k, SOOk, and 
1M prefixes. See Figure 5. 

Two function metrics are used to compare the data set 
measures computed in this paper. The main one is the 
MAX-norm between two functions, which is the maximum 
of the absolute values of the difference between the 
functional points of interest. The second one used, 
exponential fit trend line, is for comparing the PLDs' of the 
large generated IPv4 tables. 

For the most part (PLD, PDD, PHD, Redundant Prefix 
Distribution), are compared by visually inspecting the 
families of curves produced by the original and synthetic 
distributions, and implicitly computing the MAX-norm 
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between the curves of interest.· If any two curves in a 
family differ by more than -10%, that family needs to be 
considered individually, or the generation algorithm has 
to be modified. Using this type of measure, the 
generated IPv4 large table, IPv4 small table, and IPv6 
tables only show problems with the closeness of the 
PLD distribution of the IPv4 large table generation, and 
the Redundant prefix distributions, as is seen in Figure 6. 
The PDD and PHD graphs for all three data sets show 
very good matching, using the MAX-norm metric. 
Further analysis is performed on the large IPv4 tables 
only, as the Redundant prefixes are very small in relative 
number. 

The PLDs of the large IPv4 tables are compared 
using visual inspection of the CFDs, and an exponential 
trend line applied to the log of the relative CFDs. The 
plot of the cumulative prefIx probability distributions, on 
a linear-log scale allows an analytical comparison of the 
large table distributions. When the slopes of the trend 
lines are equal, and if the lines intersect, then the trend 
Jines are equaL Figure 5 shows only the telstra_orig 
(135k) and telstra_lOOOk (1M) exponential fit trend 
lines, as the other two trend lines fall in between the 
envelope of those two, so would only add to the 
graphical clutter in the diagram. Comparing the two 
trend lines of the CDF curves is best done by taking the 
difference in slopes, which in the case of Figure 5 is: 

slope{telstra_1000k ) 

slope (telstra_orig) 

= 0.499, and 
= 0.4158 

Slope difference = 0.0832 , which is small enough 
to give less than a 2x difference between the telstra_orig 
and telstra _1000k curves over the CFD region of 
interest, which is when Prefix Length >= 17. 

For predictability reasons, it is also required that the 
envelope of curves formed by the cumulative 
distribution and least squares exponential fit curves form 
an increasing monotonic collection of curves when 
viewed across all of the generated tables. This allows 
predictability of the scalability of traffic generation 
results when using the larger tables. 

5.2 IPv4 Large Table Generation 

The original large forwarding table used is a 
snapshot of the Telstra (AS1221) table, which has -135k 
prefIxes, with all prefixes having length no more than 
32. The generated tables derived from the Telstra table 
snapshot, for the purposes of this paper, have sizes 250k, 
500k, and 1000k. The user can generate whatever size 

. table needed by varying the input parameters to the table 
generation software module. 

The Prefix Height and Prefix Depth Distributions of 
the generated tables are easily seen to follow that of the 
original tables, which is to be expected by the algorithm 
description. See Figure 6. 

5.3 IPV4 Small Table Generation 

The Mae-West and Telstra tables were taken as the 
original tables. The generated tables, at lk and 10k were 
seen to follow the goals set out for the measurement of the 
generated distributions described in the above. 

5.4 IPv6 Small and Large Table Generation 

The real world IPv6 table AS2554, of size --400 
prefixes was used to genl:rate large IPv6 tables of size 
-1200 prefixes. The same table was also used to generate 
smaller tables, The same overall expansion and subsets 
algorithms were used to generate synthetic IPv6 tables. 
Very different implementa1ions were needed, though, due 
to the differing characteristics of these tables. The IPv4 and 
IPv6 programs were integrated into one program, which is 
controlled by a command-line switch. The distributions of 
the larger IPv6 tables meet 111e MAX-norm requirements of 
less than -10% change between the original and generated 
tables. 

5.5 Traffic Generation Results 

Tel scripts generating synthetic network traffic, based 
on the tables generated by the methods of this paper, for 
network traffic testers (e.g, Ixia, Adtech) were run and 
validated. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper has described the construction, delivery, 
and results achieved by creating an IP Forwarding Table 
Toolkit to enable the benchmarking of existing and future 
networking systems consisting of network processors and 
network coprocessors. Alg'Jrithms were implemented to 
expand or shrink existing tibles. Tools are supplied to 
enable the generation of network traffic from these 
synthetic tables to allow benchmarking the systems under 
test. 

A limitation of the schemes presented in the paper is 
that they generate smaller and larger route tables mirroring 
the state of the current network. None Of the schemes is 
futuristic, or attempts to generate route tables based on 
network growth or network configurations predicted by 
studies such as [6J,[7J,[9J,[28]. For example, the research 
in PO) presents an approach to model future route tables, 
with the specific goal of studying the best data structures 
for representing route tables. The next step in our research 
would be to expand on the ideas in [30], by combining our 
empirical approach to gene,rating route tables with an 
analytical approach predicting the structure of a future 
network, to generate a prefix table that may be found at a 
router sometime in the future, 
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